Marija Julianna Tauja (until 1936, Thielman; in publications: Thielman, Thielmann, Tauja-Thielman) , was the founder of Plant Physiology as a scientific discipline in Latvia and was a long-time lecturer at the University of Latvia. She was born in 1889 into the farmer Fritz and Julianna Thielman family, in the Zemgale region of Latvia. The oldest child in the family, Marija took care of her sister and four brothers, from early childhood assisting her parents. In her lifetime, she never stopped caring selflessly for her relatives.
As was characteristic of many a Latvian farmer family in the early 20 th century, all of the six Thielman children acquired higher education -in biology, medicine, jurisprudence, finance, architecture, and agriculture -in spite of difficulties.
Marija Julianna went to school in Rîga and Jelgava, and in 1907 graduated cum laude from the Jelgava High School for Girls. With the aim of studying history she went to St. Petersburg, the Russian Empire's capital, where she entered the Faculty of History and Philology at the Bestuzhev Higher Courses for Women, the first-ever Russian institution of higher education available for women.
After the first year of studies, however, disappointed at the great uncertainty that she found in the interpretations of historical events, Marija Julianna changed her field of study to biology at the Faculty of Physics and Mathematics. Exact sciences appealed more to her logical mind that strived towards both precision in research work and objectivity in interpretation of results. embraced very broad student audiences. She taught students also at the Faculty of Chemistry, as well as at the Latvian Agricultural Academy; she also gave an introductory course in biology for first-year students of biology. For some time she headed also the Chair of Plant Physiology at the Latvian Agricultural Academy.
For several years after the Second World War, there was general lack of university textbooks, and the lectures delivered by the teaching staff were often the only available source of knowledge. Aware of the unsatisfactory state of affairs, and notwithstanding the enormous amount of teaching work that she did, Marija Tauja-Thielman still found time to translate into Latvian a university textbook, Plant Physiology, written by the outstanding Russian plant physiologist Nikolai Aleksandrovich Maksimov. Notably, the Russian original of the book (first published in 1927) has seen eight revised and supplemented editions. It has been translated into English, Spanish, German, Japanese, Ukrainian, and Georgian, and for many years was one of the world's most widely used university textbooks of its kind. The English translation of the second edition (published by McGraw Hill in 1930) was used widely in American universities. Marija Tauja-Thielman translated into Latvian the manuscript that the author had prepared for the eighth edition and had kindly given to her. As a result, the Latvian translation of the eighth edition of Plant Physiology by N. A. Maksimov appeared even earlier (in 1948) than did its Russian original. Thus, the Latvian university-level students received a fundamental textbook in a basic branch of biology. Marija Tauja-Thielman's contribution merits gratitude from many a user of this book.
Marija Tauja-Thielman's scientific activity during the postSecond-World-War period was connected with the physiology of medicinal plants, with especial focus on compounds of the glycoside group, saponins. She supervised many graduation and diploma works of students studying the influences of various factors, such as mineral nutrition, light intensity, growth stimulants, etc., on saponin contents in plant organs. Experiments on root meristem cultures have shown that saponins are synthesised in plant roots. Research on solanine contents in potatoes showed that removal of flowers did not increase the concentration of solanine in tubers. The results were reported at the University's scientific conferences. Regrettably, the huge amounts of research data were never formed into scientific publications.
Marija Tauja-Thielman's pedagogical work was never restricted to mere expounding of scientific facts. She paid due attention also to the clarity and precision of language, both written and spoken. When reviewing students' research papers, she scrupulously also corrected the language. Likewise, she paid much attention to correct speech. She always made her remarks in a non-offensive, scientific manner, such that the student easily memorised. Marija TaujaThielman took an active part also in the work of the Latvian Terminology Commission that convened once in a fortnight.
In Latvia, plant physiology suffered much during the Soviet period. Trofim Lysenko's pseudo-scientific theories acquired support from the official ideologies, and quite a few scientists used this for personal benefits. But TaujaThielman was often blamed for being apolitical in her lectures and for not emphasising the achievements of Soviet science. She, who had studied and continuously improved her knowledge through communication with truly outstanding Russian and European scientists, could not bring herself to accept scientifically ungrounded views.
In whatever situations I, as assistant co-worker, happened to be together with Assistant Professor Marija TaujaThielman, she always maintained non-intrusive self-respect, never humiliating herself with excessive self-criticism that was then so popular. She expressed her views but never imposed them, was unbiased in her scientific judgements as well as in her attitude toward every person around. Marija Tauja-Thielman's spiritual independence and honesty inspired deep respect, although she could at times show real womanly archness, too. 
